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Abstract
University programs differ in their gender earnings gaps, that is, the difference between
the subsequent earnings of the program’s male and female enrollees. A program could have a
positive gender earnings gap because it attracts higher-ability men than women (a selection effect) or because it increases the earnings of male enrollees more than female enrollees (a causal
effect). To understand the source of cross-program differences in gender earnings gaps, we estimate the returns for men and women entering programs with different gender earnings gaps.
We exploit a discontinuity built into the Danish national university admissions system, which
provides a quasi-random assignment of similar applicants to different programs. We compare
students assigned across this discontinuity to programs with low- to high-earning enrollees
and to programs with small to large gender earnings gaps. Enrolling in a program whose enrollees earn $1 more leads to a $0.28 increase in earnings. Enrolling in a program with a $1
larger gender earnings gap, holding average earnings constant, has no effect on male earnings
but reduces female earnings by $0.42. This effect is small when women enter the labor market
but increases over time. Our results show that programs that appear worse for women – in
the sense of having large gender earnings gaps – are worse for women in that these programs
reduce female earnings more than programs with smaller gaps.
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Introduction

Some university programs appear relatively worse than others for women in the sense that they
have larger gender earnings gaps; their male enrollees go on to earn more than their female enrollees. For example, programs within the broad field of social science differ substantially in the
subsequent gender earnings gaps of their enrollees, with much larger gaps in economics programs than in psychology programs.1 Even among economics programs, there are substantial
differences between universities in terms of their programs’ gender earnings gaps. Large gender
earnings gaps could reflect selection effects (attracting higher-ability men than women) or causal
effects (increasing earnings for men more than for women). How much of the cross-program differences in gender earnings gaps reflect cross-program differences in the relative returns for men
and women, as opposed to the relative abilities of the male and female enrollees who enter these
programs?
The same question also applies to cross-program differences in average earnings. Students
who enroll in an electrical engineering program at a highly selective university tend to subsequently earn more than those who enroll in a history program at a less selective university. However, programs whose enrollees earn substantially more could merely have attracted students of
higher ability; these students would potentially have had good outcomes regardless of their program. How much of the cross-program differences in subsequent enrollee earnings reflect crossprogram differences in enrollee ability versus program returns?
To answer these questions, we exploit a discontinuity built into the Danish university admissions system that quasi-randomly assigns university applicants to different programs. Prospective university students receive a composite score summarizing their performance in high school.
They then rank their preferred programs (university–major pairs, such as physics at the University
of Copenhagen) from first to last choices. Selective programs have a score cutoff, which changes
from year to year to clear the market. Students are admitted to their most preferred program for
which their score meets or exceeds the cutoff.
We focus on students with reach–safety program pairs, where their score is close to the cutoff
1 For

example, in Denmark the annual earnings gaps are 56,000 DKK for economics and 23,000 DKK for psychology.
The difference between economics and psychology programs in terms of their enrollees’ subsequent average earnings
is proportionally much smaller (380,000 DKK and 280,000 DKK, respectively).
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for their most preferred “reach” program but well above the cutoff for their next most preferred
“safety” program. For such students, a small increase in their score from just below to just above
the cutoff threshold for their reach program leads to a large and discontinuous increase (decrease)
in the probability of enrolling in their reach (safety) program. Our identification strategy compares
the subsequent earnings of applicants on either side of these admission thresholds for applicants
whose “reach” and “safety” programs differ in terms of the average earnings or gender earnings
gaps of their enrollees. When enrollees in the reach program have higher earnings than enrollees
in the safety program, crossing this threshold will improve the students’ earnings to the degree
that these cross-program differences in average earnings reflect causal effects and not selection effects. When the reach program has a larger gender earnings gap than the safety program, crossing
this threshold will lower earnings for female enrollees more than for male enrollees to the degree
that cross-program differences in the gender earnings gap reflect causal effects.
A few studies have used admissions discontinuities similar to the Danish ones we exploit:
Kirkeboen et al. (2016) in Norway; Hastings et al. (2013) in Chile; and Heinesen (2018), Humlum
et al. (2017), Foley and Groes (2018), Daly and Le Maire (2019) and Heinesen and Hvid (2019) in
Denmark. Previous studies have used such discontinuities to identify the effect of entering specific
programs of study on average earnings. Unlike those studies, we examine the differences across
fields in terms of the gender earnings gap and how much of it reflects selection versus causal
effects.
One challenge inherent in estimating the return from a program of study is that there are many
programs, and consequently many potential parameters to identify (e.g. the causal effect of moving from program X to program Y). The number of university–major pairs available in any given
year is large, and the number of possible combinations of programs for which one might compute
causal effects is truly enormous.2 Instead of focusing on program pairs, we describe each program
using the attributes of its enrollees and measure the effect of moving across programs in terms of
2 Kirkeboen

et al. (2016) and Heinesen and Hvid (2019) deal with this problem by estimating a series of pair-wise
comparisons across broad fields of study or universities, effectively measuring the effect of entering one broad category of programs over another (e.g. studying in a health-related program versus one that is engineering-related, or a
program from one university versus that of another). Using a similar approach, Hastings et al. (2013), Humlum et al.
(2017), Foley and Groes (2018) and Daly and Le Maire (2019) classify educational programs into broad fields. They estimate the effect of entering the most preferred educational program as opposed to a mix of next-best degrees. Heinesen
(2018) estimates the causal effects of being accepted into the first-ranked program as opposed to a program that is not
the first choice on earnings and educational completion.
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different average earnings or an earnings gap. Our identification strategy shrinks the problem
and allows us to estimate differences in returns experienced by different groups of individuals
(e.g. men versus women) instead of estimating pair-wise returns between various broad fields.3
This approach has the appealing feature that it maps to the actual signal extraction problem faced
by many prospective university students trying to select a program.4
As a first step in our analysis, we find that enrolling in programs with higher-earning enrollees
leads to students earning more, but that most cross-program differences in earnings mainly reflect
selection. Approximately one-quarter (point estimate 28%, C.I. 10% to 46%) of the variation across
programs in terms of the earnings of enrollees can be attributed to causal effects, while the remaining three-quarters reflect selection. In other words, moving a student to a program with 1$
higher earnings will increase that student’s earnings by $0.28 on average. This causal effect is
present, and similar in magnitude, when moving a student to a different program within a given
university and when moving the student from one university to another. These estimates are
similar within broad categories of study (e.g. moving from a lower-earning health-related subject
to a higher-earning one) and within a university (e.g. moving from a lower-earning subject to a
higher-earning one within the same university).
When examining gender earnings gaps, we find that women who enter programs with larger
gender earnings gaps experience lower earnings than otherwise similar men. Enrolling in a program with a large gender earnings gap, holding average enrollee earnings constant, reduces the
subsequent earnings of women more than those of men. This result is statistically indistinguishable from OLS estimates, which suggests that cross-program differences in the gender earnings
gap reflect cross-program differences in the relative returns experienced by men and women, and
not differential selection by men and women into various programs. We estimate that enrolling in
a program whose enrollees experience a $1 larger gender earnings gap, controlling for earnings,
leads to women earning $0.42 less on average (C.I. –0.75 to –0.10) when evaluated at our baseline
3 Instead

of estimating the improvement in earnings that comes from enrolling in economics at the University of
Copenhagen compared with economics at Aarhus University, we estimate the returns from enrolling in a program with
higher-earning enrollees over a program with lower-earning enrollees, or the returns for women enrolling in a program
in which men earn much more than women over a program in which men and women have similar earnings.
4 Students care about an array of program attributes. The program return (the causal effect of studying a program)
is arguably one of the most important attributes, but it cannot be observed directly. Instead, students must infer an
estimate of a program’s return from the average earnings of its previous enrollees, which is readily available from
many sources.
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time horizon of 10 to 12 years after enrollment. This effect is marginal when women initially enter
the labor market seven to nine years after enrollment and grows over time to $0.71 (C.I. –1.11 to
–0.30) 13 to 15 years after enrollment.5
While the precise channel through which our causal effects operate is difficult to isolate, we
find that the causal effects persist even after controlling for cross-program differences in marital
status, number of children, graduation rates and labor force participation. In other words, our
results are not explained by programs with relatively poor outcomes for women causing women
to marry, have children, graduate, or enter the labor force at different rates. Furthermore, the
results are similar within broad categories of study and within a given university. Our analysis
does not directly identify whether gender earnings gaps arise from challenges faced by women in
university programs or from challenges faced by women in the jobs they obtain following those
programs. However, the fact that the gender earnings gaps grow over time might suggest that
they reflect the work environment, but more research on this relationship is needed to obtain a
definitive answer.
One potential challenge for our empirical strategy is that students may use the information
about their scores and the cutoffs for their preferred programs strategically such that students
on either side of an admissions threshold may behave differently. While honest ranking of preferences is optimal in the Danish admissions system,6 students who do not expect to enroll in a
program may be less likely to rank it. This “bunching at the kink” could create a problem for
clean identification if the likelihood of doing this is correlated with unobserved ability. As program cutoffs change from year to year, we are nevertheless able to obtain clean identification;
while students know last year’s cutoffs, they do not know how these cutoffs will change over
time. As a result, by controlling for a student’s score relative to last year’s cutoffs, our parameters
are identified by the change in probability of entering a program, given year-to-year changes in
program cutoffs.
The literature on estimating people’s return to education is extensive, with an important strand
5 This result is in line with previous research findings that the observed gender earnings gap tends to be low as
graduates enter the labor market, and then increases over time (Bertrand et al., 2010).
6 In the Quota 1 Danish university admission system, the highest-ranked applicant receives an offer for his/her
preferred course, the second-highest-ranked applicant receives an offer for his/her highest-ranked course among the
remaining courses, and so on. This process is repeated until either the places in a program are all filled, or all applicants
are allocated to programs. This allocation mechanism is similar to the Swedish and the Norwegian systems and is
closely related to serial dictatorship, which is both Pareto efficient and strategy-proof. See Svensson (1999).
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focusing on estimating the impact of additional years of schooling on various outcomes.7 Fewer
studies have examined the causal effect of admission into different programs of study.8 Research
on the gender earnings gap is also substantial.9 A large part of the literature documents the unconditional gap in earnings between men and women, and decomposes that gap into observable
factors (for example, experience and chosen occupation) and unobservable factors (for example,
discrimination, as in Blau and Kahn (2017)). We take a different approach by comparing crossprogram differences in the gender earnings gap instead of trying to explain the overall gap. In
this regard, there has been an attempt to identify differences across industries and occupations in
terms of field-specific female representation (Hausmann et al., 2017). For example, the National
Science Foundation (2017) reports that women receive roughly 25% of all PhD degrees awarded
in mathematics and statistics.10 Stark gender earnings gaps in particular fields have recently been
documented in news reports (Cain and Kiersz, 2018). There has been a recent focus on the particular challenges and experiences of women within the economics profession. For example, National
Science Foundation (2017) and Lundberg (2018) have noted the under-representation of women
at all levels of the profession. Wolfers (2018) also notes that “the list of problems [for women in
economics] is daunting.”11
7 For effects on earnings, see literature reviews from Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2018) and Tables 4, 5 and 6 in
Card (1999). See Lochner (2011) for a literature review on the effect on criminality, health, mortality, citizenship and
political participation. See Hanushek and Rivkin (2006) for a literature review on the effect of teacher quality, class size
and teacher demographics. Research from Hoxby (2009) and Dale and Krueger (2002) estimates the impact of attending
one university over another.
8 Altonji et al. (2012) and Altonji et al. (2016) review the literature on payoffs in relation to field of study or major.
These reviews show that most studies identify the association between fields of study and outcomes without using an
identification strategy to clearly identify selection. One exception is Arcidiacono (2004), who handles selection with a
dynamic discrete choice model. Additionally, Wiswall and Zafar (2015) use an information experiment wherein they
measure how beliefs change after providing objective statistics of earnings by major, and how that affects people’s
willingness to enroll in different majors. They show that OLS estimates are biased because of the correlation between
unobserved tastes and expectations about earnings.
9 For example, see Ñopo et al. (2011) for a review of evidence around the world. See also Bishu and Alkadry (2017)
for a systematic review of gender pay gap evidence in both the economics and non-economics literature.
10 Bertrand et al. (2010) studied gender disparities in the corporate and finance sectors. Reuben and Wiswall (2016)
studied gender differences in terms of major choice.
11 Wolfers (2018) notes that “women in the field are often held to higher standards in relation to their written work
(Hengel, 2017) and are not given credit for papers written collaboratively with men (Sarsons, 2017). Student teaching
evaluations tend to be biased against women (Boring et al., 2016), while journalistic discussions of economic research
often relegate women to a secondary role (Wolfers, 2015)... In addition, a popular online discussion forum has been
found all too often to sexualize or trivialize women and their work (Wu, 2018). Another study (Ceci et al., 2014) has
found economics to be an ‘outlier’ among academic fields because of ‘a persistent sex gap in promotion that cannot
readily be explained by productivity differences’.”
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2.1

Institutional Setting and Data
Institutional Setting

Danish university admissions are handled centrally through a government agency, Den Koordinerede
Tilmelding (The Coordinated Signup). Danish high school students received a composite score
based on grades in all subjects during upper secondary school, calculated in 0.1 increments from
0.0 to 13.0 until 2006 and from –3.0 to 12.0 thereafter. When applying to university, prospective
students are ranked based on these scores. Students without additional relevant experience apply
through “Quota 1” in June, and their admission depends on these scores alone. Students with
relevant post-high-school qualifications may apply through “Quota 2” in March, and additional
points are added to their score to reflect the relevance of their qualifications to the course of study
for which they are applying. We do not observe these additional points in our data.
When applying to attend university in Denmark, students rank programs – university–major
pairs, such as economics at the University of Copenhagen — in order of choice. Each program
has an admission cutoff score that clears the market given the supply of and demand for places.
While students can observe the cutoffs from prior years, they do not know the cutoffs they will
face because the cutoffs can vary from year to year with changes in supply or demand. Students
are admitted to their most preferred program for which their score meets or exceeds the program’s
cutoff.12 The key variable driving admission for student i is Di , the difference between the student’s score (Si ) and the cutoff for their reach program (Cri ):
Di ≡ Si − Cri .

(1)

To the degree that this stylized assignment scheme is precisely implemented, students are
admitted to a program (p) that is either their reach program (r) when Si ≥ Cri or Di ≥ 0, i.e.
12 For example, consider a student named Annette who obtained a composite score of 9.8. She does not have posthigh-school qualifications, and thus she applies under “Quota 1” based on this score alone. Annette selects physics at
the University of Copenhagen as her first choice, and chemistry at the University of Copenhagen as her second choice.
We refer to these first and second choices (detailed in Section 2.3) as her “reach” and “safety” programs, respectively,
because her grade of 9.8 turns out to be close to the 10.0 cutoff of her first choice, while it is much higher than the cutoff
of 9.0 for admission to her second choice. In this example, Annette is denied a place in her first/reach choice of physics
because her grade falls just below its cutoff, and is admitted to her second/safety choice of chemistry instead. We could
imagine that physics might have been less competitive the previous year, with a cutoff of only 9.7, in which case she
would have been admitted to study physics had she applied the previous year.
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when the student’s score is high enough to meet the cutoff of their reach program, or their safety
program (s) otherwise:
p=




r

if Si ≥ Cri



s

if Si < Cri .

(2)

While this illustrates the key stylized features of this system, additional details are presented in
Appendix A.1. Importantly, students’ applications will be handled differently based on the nature
of their application. “Quota 1” applications are the cleanest, because they involve students without additional post-high-school qualifications and depend solely on the composite high school
score that we observe. “Quota 2” applications are less clean because applicants receive a boost to
their score that we do not observe based on the relevance of their extra-curricular qualifications.
We retain applications made through both admission systems in the analysis but calculate their
acceptance probabilities separately.

2.2

Data

We derive data on the overall Danish population from three different administrative sources made
available through Statistics Denmark and detailed below. The Danish Civil Registration System
(CPR Registeret) provides basic demographic information; the Danish Ministry of Education provides academic information about prospective university students; and the Danish Tax Authority
(SKAT) provides labor income and other financial information.
The demographic information recorded by the Danish Civil Registration System includes individuals’ unique personal identification number, as well as their gender, date of birth, and marital
history up to 2016. The personal identification number is used to merge information from the
different administrative data sets. These administrative records also contain a unique household
identification number, as well as the personal identification number of each individual’s spouse
and children in the household. We use these data to obtain demographic information about each
individual and household, and to generate intergenerational links.
The application information recorded by the Ministry of Education provides the full list of
programs to which prospective students applied in ranked order of preference in a given year
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between 1993 and 2006.13 It also includes upper secondary school grades, official cutoff information for each program, the program into which the individual has been accepted (if any), the
distinction between applications made through Quotas 1 and 2, and standby lists. All information
is obtained by third parties: upper secondary grades from diplomas provided by the grading institutions, applications from the governmental agency collating all applications and clearing the
market, and completed educational programs from the diploma granting institutions. Each program has a unique identifier and consists of a university–major pair, both of which are linked to
the program identifier in the form of an institution code number and a major name.14 We use
grade information from upper secondary education diplomas to identify the distance from a student’s grade to the admission cutoff for a program. Although we observe the specific programs
to which students apply and to which they are originally admitted, for subsequent attendance
and graduation information, we only observe the institution code and a four-digit education code
constructed by Statistics Denmark (UDD) that provides the major studied. We rely on this education code to define what a student is studying in the years after initial enrollment and the field in
which they graduate.
Information obtained from the Danish Tax Authority contains disaggregated income and wealth
information between 1993 and 2016. The Danish Tax Authority receives this information directly
from relevant third-party sources: employers supply statements of wages paid to their employees,
and all financial institutions supply information on their customers’ deposits, interest paid and received, security investments in stocks and bonds, and dividends. Because taxation in Denmark
mainly occurs at the source, this income and wealth information is highly reliable. For our purposes, the records include annual income and total net wealth. The earnings measures we use in
the analysis represent labor income and exclude self-employment income and income earned from
investments. We are able to link students to their parents and obtain parental income and wealth
details. Although this information is extensive, not all components of wealth are recorded by the
Danish Tax Authority: we do not have information about individuals’ holdings of unbanked cash,
their private debt (i.e. debt to private individuals), accumulated pension savings (although we
13 The

application data are available up to 2016 but as we explain in the next subsection, we choose to analyze applications up to 2006 to enable us to study the earnings of these students 10 years after their application year.
14 We verified that the unique program identifiers are associated with the same program every year in the sample we
studied and dropped 15 programs for which the name changed substantially over time within a program identifier.
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observe pension contributions), private business equity, or other informal wealth holdings.

2.3

Sample Construction

We start by constructing the universe of students applying to a university program for the first
time between 1994 to 2006. We restrict applications to these years for two reasons: (1) because
we look at outcomes for students at least 10 years after applying to university and most of our
data are available until 2016; and (2) because we control for admission cutoffs in the year prior to
application, and we have these data starting in 1993.
We only retain students for whom we have the full range of information used in our analyses,
which gives a total of 402,765 student applications. We winsorize the financial outcomes at the 1%
and 99% levels of this population of first-time applicants. We then calculate a measure of future
earnings for each individual using in our baseline results an average of the outcomes between the
years 10 to 12 after enrollment.

15

We construct average earnings and gender earnings gaps across

programs, fields of study and institutions, as well as segmented across men and women, allowing
us to investigate the cross-sectional dispersion of various measures.
We then restrict our main analysis to the sample of those prospective university students who
are “close” to the discontinuity we exploit. In particular, our sample consists of students with a
viable reach–safety pair of more and less preferred outcomes. To be included in the sample, the
student must have a more preferred “reach” choice that is ranked either as their first choice (as in
the vast majority of cases) or where all more preferred choices have such high cutoffs (more than
0.5 above the student’s score) that the student is highly unlikely to obtain these more preferred
choices. The student’s score must be within 0.5 of the cutoff (either above or below) for this reach
program in order for the student to plausibly be assigned to a different program if the program
cutoff happened to be slightly higher or lower.16 The restriction that a student’s score must be
within 0.5 of the reach cutoff score is tight in the sense that the standard deviation of scores is 1.0
in the overall sample of applicants. The student’s next-most-preferred “safety” choice must then
be one for which the student’s grades are easily good enough for them to be admitted (score more
15 In particular, for the 2006 application-year cohort, we only have the outcomes 10 years after application, for the
2005 cohort we can average the outcomes 10 and 11 years after application, and for all prior years up to 2004 we can
average the outcomes from 10 to 12 years after graduation. We do so to maximize the number of cohort years used in
the analysis.
16 We also test robustness to different bandwidths around the admission cutoff in Section 6.3.
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than 0.5 above the cutoff for the reach program).
Students can choose to apply with the option of being on a standby list in case they are very
close to the program’s cutoff but are not initially admitted to the program (about 60% of students
do not select this option). These students will be enrolled in their preferred program if enough
students drop out of that program in the first few months, and they are guaranteed a place in that
program the following year. Because these applications are both conceptually different and, as a
result, empirically noisy, in this study we focus on students who do not apply through a standby
list.17
While 402,765 students in our sample apply to a university program for the first time, only
11,271 have scores and program rankings that include them in the sample of applicants with viable
reach–safety pairs, where small changes in student grades or reach cutoffs would plausibly yield
assignment to a different program. All programs and their final diplomas are categorized by
Statistics Denmark into broad educational areas, such as agriculture, art and education. Appendix
Table A1 lists these categories and their frequencies as reach or safety choices of the students.

2.4

Summary Statistics

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the population of students applying to university for the
first time in application years 1994 to 2006 (all applications; left) as well as the sample of 11,271
students who have a reach–safety programs pair in these application years (used sample; right).
Panel A presents demographics. In both the population and in the sample used, prospective
students are on average 20 or 21 years old, and 38% or 39% are men. Parental income, wealth and
education are the average values for both parents (or the values for the single parent on record)
at the time of application. Students in the reach–safety programs pair sample have parents with
marginally higher incomes (324,800 DKK versus 297,800 DKK),18 higher wealth (404,900 DKK
versus 336,800 DKK) and more education (13.5 years versus 12.9 years).
Panel B of Table 1 presents information typically found in a student’s application. The score
summarizes high school grades. The number of priorities ranked refers to the number of programs listed in the student’s application. Students in the reach–safety programs pair sample have
17 In unreported results, we show that the jumps across thresholds are much smaller for the standby group, and many

students who barely miss the cutoff for their reach program enter the standby queue for their reach program.
18 The January 2019 exchange rate for USD to DKK is 6.5.
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a higher score (8.8 versus 8.3) and list one more choice in their application (3.1 versus 2.1, on average); 60% of the sample are admitted to their reach program, which is on average listed as their
first choice, while their safety program is on average listed as their second choice. On average,
the program in which the students enroll is ranked at position 1.6. Panel C of Table 1 shows that
the student’s score in our sample is 0.1 under the cutoff for the reach program; 60% of students
have a reach–safety programs pair in the same broad field of study, and 30% have one at the same
institution.
Panel D of Table 1 presents information on earnings. The earnings are averaged for the period
10 to 12 years after the applications to university programs.19 The average earnings of students in
the reach–safety programs pair sample is similar to the overall population (308,400 DKK versus
300,400 DKK), and this is true for both women (288,600 versus 274,500) and men (339,600 versus
342,800). The students’ enrollment cohort earnings average is the average earnings of the cohort of
students admitted to the same program–university major (303,100 DKK versus 297,600 DKK in the
population). The enrollment cohort earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings
of men and women for the cohort of students admitted to the same program–university major
(39,400 DKK versus 45,400 DKK in the population). The reach–safety earnings gap is the difference
between the earnings of students admitted to their reach program and the earnings of students
admitted to their safety program, and is on average 13,600 DKK. The reach–safety gender gap
is the difference between the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their reach program
and the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their safety program, and is on average 700
DKK with substantial variations. Appendix Tables A2 and A3 present the same information for
the subsample of students who apply through the Quota 1 and Quota 2 systems of admission,
respectively.
19 We

maximize the number of years we can use in our sample by imposing the condition that the observation has at
least 10 years of observations, and is averaged over future years 10 to 12 whenever possible.
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3

Identification

This study aims to estimate the following econometric model to predict an individual’s earnings
using educational variables available to researchers:

yi = δy pi + λg pi + βXi + ei ,

(3)

where yi denotes the earnings of student i who enrolls in program pi , y pi denotes the average
earnings of individuals who enroll in program pi , g pi ≡ y pi ,m − y pi ,w denotes the average gap between the earnings of men and women who enroll in program pi , Xi denotes individual covariates
(including a constant) and ei is the error term.20 δ measures the increase in earnings an individual
receives by enrolling in a program that is $1 “better,” in the sense that fellow enrollees subsequently earn $1 more. λ measures the increase in earnings an individual receives by enrolling in a
program that has a $1 larger gender earnings gap; this coefficient will be estimated separately for
men and women.
To understand equation (3), consider a more fundamental model to predict the same individual’s earnings but with variables that may be unobservable:

yi = ai + c( pi ) + bXi + ei .

(4)

The individual’s earnings yi can be decomposed into four parts: (i) ai , the component attributed
to the ability of the individual; (ii) c( pi ), the “causal” component, the return the student receives
from enrollment in program pi , which may differ between men and women for a given program
(in which case, c( p, m) 6= c( p, w)); (iii) Xi , observed characteristics affecting earnings; and, (iv) ei ,
an error term.
20 In our baseline specification, earnings are annualized averages over the period 10 to 12 years after initial enrollment.
Note that average earnings in a program will be a weighted average of the earnings for men and women who enroll in
the program (y p,m and y p,w , respectively), with weights proportional to the share of men and women in that program.
Because programs include a relatively large number of individuals enrolled over many years, including or excluding
yi from the calculation of y pi has virtually no effect on the value of y pi or the results that follow from it. For individuals
who are not admitted to any program of study, we calculate the average earnings of their enrollment cohort as the
sample average of students who were not admitted to any program in the reach–safety programs pair sample used in
our main analysis. Therefore, these averages potentially include both the effect of enrolling in a given program and the
effect of program peers. To address this concern, in Section 6.4, we test the robustness of our main results to alternative
ways of calculating average earnings, first by excluding the enrollee’s own cohort year from the calculation, and second
by excluding the enrollee’s own cohort year and any ulterior cohort year from the calculation.
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Ceteris paribus, prospective students and researchers may want to identify programs with
higher returns c( p) or where the returns for men and women differ (c( p, m) − c( p, w) 6= 0). However, information about c( p) and c( p, m) − c( p, w) is not directly observable. Instead, researchers
(and potentially students) only observe the average earnings for students who enrolled in each
program (y p ) and the gender earnings gap for students who enrolled in each program (g p ). These
observables are the sum of the causal return component of interest and the ability or selection
component that we may wish to filter out. That is, the average earnings of a given program can
be rewritten as y p = c( p) + E[ a| p], where the first term is the causal component and the second
term is the selection component measured as the expected ability of individuals in program p. The
earnings gap can be rewritten as g p = c( p, m) − c( p, w) + E[ a| p, m] − E[ a| p, w], highlighting that
it is equal to the difference between the causal components of male and female earnings plus the
difference in expected ability across genders in program p.
If the distributions of c( p) and E[ a( p)|y p ] are jointly normal over program p (and for ease of
exposition here, uncorrelated with each other and other observables X), the solution to this signal
extraction problem is:21
v2c
( y pi − c ) + e pi
v2c + v2a
v2cg
c ( pi , m ) − c ( pi , w ) = c m − c w + 2
( g pi − (cm − cw )) + e g pi .
vcg + v2ag
c ( pi ) = c +

(5a)
(5b)

Plugging equation (5) into equation (4) (when average earnings and the gender earnings gap are
uncorrelated and the shares of men and women in each program are equal) yields equation (3),
but with δ =

v2c
v2c +v2a

v2cg
2 ,
cg + v ag

and λ = ± 12 v2

with differing signs for men and women. Note that the

parameters estimated separately for men and women need not be of equal and opposite sign when
estimated using actual data. This could be the case when men and women select from different
groups of programs for which different parameters are appropriate, or when programs that tend
to have causal gender gaps for women tend to have positive selection for men (or vice versa).
a ≡ E[ a], c ≡ E[c( pi )], cm ≡ E[c( pi , m)], cw ≡ E[c( pi , w)], v2c ≡ var[c( pi )], v2cg ≡ var[c( pi , m) − c( pi , w)],
v2a ≡ var[ a], v2ag ≡ var[ am − aw ] and covca ≡ cov[ a, c( pi )] = 0 (as well as all other covariances equal to zero by
assumption). While we ignore non-zero correlation terms, these can be accommodated at the expense of expositional
simplicity. e pi represents the program-specific error, the degree to which a program has a higher or lower causal effect
than would be predicted by the average earnings of its enrollees.
21 Let
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We are interested in recovering and interpreting δ and λ, the degree to which higher earnings or
larger gender earnings gaps for enrollees in a program imply higher earnings for a given person
who enters this program.22
The natural null hypotheses are δ = 0 and λ = 0, that is, that enrolling in a “better” program
(in which enrollees earn more) or a program with a larger gender earnings gap does not affect the
individual’s earnings; in this case, cross-program differences in average enrollee earnings merely
reflect selection or the tendency of high- and low-ability students to enter different programs. The
natural alternative hypotheses are that δ = 1 and λ = 1, that is, that enrolling in a program
whose enrollees have higher earnings or a larger gender earnings gap leads to the individual
experiencing higher earnings or a larger gender earnings gap, respectively. Intermediate estimates
between zero and one are possible, indicating the proportion of earnings or the gender earnings
gap that can be attributed to causal rather than selection effects.23
An OLS regression of equation (3) may not reveal an unbiased estimate of δ or λ as a result
of selection problems, that is, if cov(y pi , e) 6= 0 or cov( g pi , e) 6= 0. Instead, an OLS regression in
which average program earnings are uncorrelated with gender earnings gaps (and other covariates) will yield a coefficient of δ = 1 and λ = ± 12 for men and women, respectively, regardless of
the relative importance of selection versus returns. OLS coefficients will deviate from these benchmarks to the degree that the share of men in a program, average program earnings and gender
earnings gaps are correlated. In any event, we can estimate the share of cross-program variations
in average earnings attributable to cross-program variations in returns by comparing our IV-based
estimates of δ with their OLS analogs, with the remainder coming from selection. Similarly, we
22 The 1
2

in the term for λ comes from a $1 increase in the gender earnings gap (holding average earnings fixed with
equal shares of men and women), implying an increase of $ 12 in earnings for men and a decrease of $ 21 in earnings for
women. Our parameter δ measuring the increase in earnings an individual receives by enrolling in a program that is $1
“better” is analogous to the one in Kirkeboen et al. (2016), where they model earnings (y) as y = β 0 + β 1 d1 + β 2 d2 + e,
given that the individual attends either educational program 1 (i.e. d1 = 1), program 2 (i.e. d2 = 1), or some other
educational option that is used as a benchmark (i.e. d1 = 0 and d2 = 0). Because it is possible that people self-select
into their program of study, both studies use an instrumental variables (IVs) approach to identify the causal effects using
two IVs z1 and z2 , which are related to the distance between a prospective student’s grade and the grade cutoff to enter
the programs. Kirkeboen et al. (2016) demonstrates that using this framework, their model is identifying the difference
in earnings with respect to the benchmark educational option if, for example, the individual attends only program 1
(or 2), that is, β 1 = y1 − y0 (or β 2 = y2 − y0 ), where y1 and y0 are the average earnings a person expects to obtain
by entering program 1 and the earnings if the benchmark educational option is chosen, respectively). Instead, our
approach identifies the parameters δ and λ, which, as we explained earlier, identify the component of the individual’s
earnings that can be causally attributed to attaining university education either in terms of average earnings or the
gender earnings gap of the program.
23 Coefficients outside the zero-to-one range are also possible when program returns and the average ability of a
program’s enrollees are correlated.
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can estimate the share of cross-program variation in the gender earnings gap attributable to crossprogram variations in differential returns to men and women.
We obtain a causal estimate of δ and λ from equation (3) using the discontinuity built into the
Danish university admissions system and described in Section 2.3 that provides quasi-random
variation in the program in which students enroll. The educational discontinuities we consider
inherit the appealing econometric features of a regression-discontinuity design (RDD) (Lee and
Lemieux, 2010).24 Recall that students are typically admitted to their preferred “reach” program
choice when their score meets or exceeds the cutoff score for their chosen reach program, while
they are typically admitted to their less preferred “safety” program choice when their score falls
below that cutoff point.

3.1

Graphical Representation of Discontinuity

The Danish university system contains complications that lead enrollment outcomes to deviate
from the clean, deterministic predictions in equation (2). Figure 1 shows the share of individuals
who are admitted to different programs as a function of Di .25 Panel (a) shows the subsample of
applications made through the Quota 1 system of admission and Panel (b) shows Quota 2 applications. Panel (a) of Figure 1 shows that the probability that students will enroll in their reach
program, P( pi = ri | Di ), jumps discontinuously from 10% to more than 90% as the difference between their score Si and the cutoff of their reach program Cri crosses from negative to positive.
Meanwhile, the probability that they enroll in their safety program, P( pi = si | Di ), falls discontinuously. Students also have a small probability of enrolling in “other” programs (neither reach
nor safety programs, denoted by oi ) or even in “nothing” (no program, denoted by ni ).26 Some
students elect to defer or not attend university, and some subsequently apply to switch programs.
24 These

RDD techniques were originally used by Thistlewaite and Campbell (1960) to study the impact of merit
awards on future academic outcomes and on the assumption that individuals are unable to precisely manipulate their
position around the discontinuity and effectively replicate a randomized experiment in which individuals would be
randomly assigned to the treatment. In our case, grades of individuals are decided during the two to three years
before individuals apply in early July, where the final grades are locked in following exams and before the cutoffs are
determined in early August.
25 Cutoffs are not directly observed for all programs because of missing data. For approximately 13% of the programs,
we impute the cutoff point. Mechanically, we classify a jump of more than 50 percentage points in the acceptance rate
of Quota 1 students as the identified cutoff point. Excluding these programs does not change our conclusions.
26 As a result, the average earnings of the program the students enroll in will not be deterministic but will depend
on the probability that they enroll in the reach program, safety program, some other program, or no program and the
average earnings of those programs:
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We consider these subsequent enrollment and switching issues in Section 6.1.
In our fuzzy regression-discontinuity IV design, we need instruments to predict the average
earnings and gender earnings gaps of the program the student enrolls in (yri and gri , respectively). These are the key right-hand-side variables in our potentially endogenous main equation
(3). Equations (6a) and (6b) show that these are predicted by instruments that interact the probability of enrolling in the reach versus safety program choice with the average earnings and gender
earnings gaps of the reach and safety program choices. These instruments are:
P ( p i = r i | Di ) × y r i

(7a)

P ( p i = s i | Di ) × y s i

(7b)

P ( p i = r i | Di ) × g r i

(7c)

P ( p i = s i | Di ) × g s i .

(7d)

These instruments can be used in a fuzzy-discontinuity design because they include the probabilities of admission to the reach versus safety program choice, and these probabilities increase
discontinuously when comparing scores just below and just above the reach program choice cutoff
score.

3.1.1

First-stage Regressions

We aim to obtain unbiased estimates of the coefficients γ and λ in equation (3), which measures
the impact on individual i’s earnings (yi ) of enrolling in a program (p) with high average earnings
(y p ) or a large gender earnings gap (g p ). This section defends the variables (Z) defined in equation
(7) as good instruments for predicting the potentially endogenous variables of interest (y p ) and

E [ y p i | Di ] = P ( p i = r i | Di ) × y r i + P ( p i = s i | Di ) × y s i + P ( p i = o i | Di ) × y o i + P ( p i = n i | Di ) × y n i

(6a)

E [ g p i | Di ] = P ( p i = r i | Di ) × g r i + P ( p i = s i | Di ) × g s i + P ( p i = o i | Di ) × g o i + P ( p i = n i | Di ) × y n i .

(6b)
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(g p ) in the following first-stage regressions:

y pi =φXi + χZi + ei

(8a)

g pi =φg Xi + χ g Zi + eg,i .

(8b)

We use the predicted values from the fuzzy discontinuity in these first-stage regressions as a source
of variation to obtain unbiased estimates of γ and λ in equation (3).
Our goal is to identify how much a student’s subsequent earnings will increase if he or she
enrolls in a relatively high-earning program or a program with a relatively large gender earnings
gap. To do so, we need clean exogenous variation in the average earnings or gender earnings gap
of the program the student enrolls in. Equation (6) shows that the instruments in equation (7)
will drive such variation. A representation of equation (6) by score bin (replacing a continuous
measure of probability of enrollment in the reach or safety program with a sequence of score bins
that drives those probabilities) allows us to see this discontinuous increase in the average earnings
of the program the student enrolls in as the score cutoff threshold is crossed. This first stage can
be presented graphically by plotting coefficients from the following regressions with score bins to
predict the average earnings and gender earnings gap of the program the student enrolls in:

10

y pi =

∑ (γk × Bk,i + ρk × Bk × yr

i

+ ηk × Bk × ysi ) + e

(9a)

k =1
10

g pi =

∑


γgk × Bk,i + ρ gk × Bk × gri + ηgk × Bk × gsi + eg .

(9b)

k =1

As before, y pi and g pi refer to the average earnings and gender earnings gap (e.g. average earnings 10 to 12 years after admission) of all those who enroll in the program in which the student
enrolls. Bk,i is a set of dummy variables based on Di from equation (1), the difference between the
individual’s score and the cutoff for his or her reach program. We construct 10 such dummy bins,
as cutoff levels are binned to 0.1 centered around 0.27 The sequence of ρk coefficients shows how
27 For

k = 1, the cutoff level is –0.5, and for k = 10 the cutoff level is 0.4. Each student will have exactly one dummy
bin variable equal to 1, with the rest equal to zero. Consider individual i with a score of 9.9 and a reach program
choice of physics at the University of Copenhagen (cutoff of 10.0). Then, B4,i = 1 and Bk,i = 0, ∀k 6= 4. yri and ysi
are the average earnings of all those who enroll in the individual’s reach and safety programs, respectively. Recall
that individuals are typically enrolled in their reach program when Di ≥ 0 and their safety program when Di < 0. If
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the average earnings of the program that a student would enroll in (for each possible score bin)
will increase when their reach program provides higher earnings. The sequence of ηk coefficients
shows how the average earnings of the program that a student would enroll in (for each possible
score bin) will increase when their safety program provides higher earnings.
The reach (ρk ) and safety (ηk ) coefficients from equation 9 are shown in the top panels of Figures 4 and 5 for average earnings and the gender earnings gap, respectively. Note that the reach
coefficients ρk jump up sharply as Di goes from negative to zero/positive; once the students’
scores are high enough for admission to their reach programs, the average earnings of the reach
programs strongly influence the average outcome of the program in which they enroll, as this is
typically the reach program. Similarly, the safety coefficients fall sharply as Di goes from being
negative to zero/positive; once the students’ scores are high enough for admission to their reach
programs, the average earnings of the safety program no longer strongly influence the average
outcome of the program in which they enroll, as this is typically no longer the safety program.
These figures and the jump/fall in the reach/safety coefficients provide the identifying variation in y pi and g pi (the average earnings and gender earnings gap for the program in which the
student enrolls). This variation is needed for an unbiased estimate of δ and λ in equation (3), the
causal effect of enrolling in a better program on a student’s outcome. These coefficients provide the
share of the dispersion in cross-program average earnings or gender earnings gaps attributable to
causal effects as opposed to selection. Note that these rises and falls are large and estimated very
precisely. This reflects the fact that the Danish admissions system does in fact operate as described,
and thus moving across the grade threshold will frequently land students in their reach program
instead of their safety program. Concerns about weak instruments are absent here.28
the individual’s reach program is physics at Copenhagen University (with, say, average enrollee earnings of 400,000
DKK) and their safety program is chemistry at Aarhus University (cutoff of 9.0 and average enrollee earnings of 300,000
DKK), then yri = 400, 000 DKK and ysi = 300, 000 DKK.
28 Appendix Figure A5 replaces this measure of y with an average of the earnings over the different programs
pi
studied during the first four years after enrollment (top panel) and the earnings of all those who enrolled in the program
the person studied in year four (bottom panel). While the results are broadly similar, the jump in the coefficients are
smaller, suggesting that moving over the cutoff threshold has less impact on the earnings from the programs in which
students eventually study than those from the ones in which they initially study. This is unsurprising because students
may switch programs after initial assignment as their interests change or they are able to enter a program they had
previously been unable to enter.
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3.1.2

Reduced-form Regressions

To the degree that enrolling in a high-earning program leads to students earning more, variations in the earnings of the program the student enrolls in should drive variations in students’
earnings. Similarly, to the degree that enrolling in a large gender earnings gap program leads to
women earning less, variations in the gender earnings gap of the program female students enroll
in should drive variations in female students’ earnings. This jump in earnings should be apparent graphically. As student scores move from just below to just above the reach program score
cutoff, equations (6) and (9) show that this drives variation in the earnings of the programs they
enroll in if the reach and safety programs differ in terms of the average earnings of their enrollees.
Equation (10) shows graphically how this variation in the earnings of the program the student
enrolls in will affect the student’s subsequent earnings. This reduced-form regression estimates
the following equations (which are combined in the fuzzy-discontinuity IV regression):
10

yi =

∑ (γk × Bk,i + ρk × Bk,i × yr

i

+ ηk × Bk,i × ysi ) + ei

(10a)

k =1
10

yi =

∑


γgk × Bk,i + ρ gk × Bk,i × gri + ηgk × Bk,i × gsi + eg,i .

(10b)

k =1

These coefficients are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4 and 5. Reach and safety program
coefficients move together to the left of the cutoff (with grades too low for enrollment in the reach
program), with the expected strong separation to the right of the cutoff (with grades high enough
for enrollment in the reach program). Earnings jump up when moving from left to right across
the cutoff threshold when the reach program has better enrollee outcomes and fall when moving
from left to right across the cutoff threshold when the safety program has better enrollee outcomes.
This provides graphical evidence that our instrument for the average earnings of the enrollment
program has a strong reduced-form impact on an individual’s earnings. We can also see graphical
evidence in the lower left panel of Figure 5 that programs with large gender earnings gaps reduce
female earnings (although there is no such graphical evidence in the lower right panel for men)
because the reach and safety program gender earnings gap coefficients diverge (with the reach
program coefficients falling below the safety program coefficients) when moving from left to right
across the cutoff threshold into the range where admission to the reach program becomes likely.
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Reach programs with large gender earnings gaps are associated with lower earnings for women
with scores just high enough to qualify for those reach programs.

3.2

Bunching and Cutoffs

Variation in admission cutoffs is necessary for students to truthfully reveal their preferences. Figure 2 shows the year-to-year changes in program cutoffs. We pool all programs and years and
present the distance between the application score and the admission cutoff for the reach program
on the x-axis. The wide bars present the overall difference between the admission cutoff for the
reach program in the student’s year of application and the admission cutoff for the same program
in the previous year.29
This provides evidence that prospective students cannot game the system by guessing the
admission cutoff for their most preferred program based on past cutoffs. To further investigate
this, the smaller bars in Figure 2 present the same data but conditional on the students’ distance
from the admission cutoff of the reach program in the year prior to their application. It shows
that students who were between 0.2 points below and 0.1 point above the cutoff for their reach
program based on the cutoff in the previous year face similar levels of uncertainty in relation to
cutoff changes.
Nonetheless, to consider the possibility that students base their application decision on the
admission cutoff from the previous year, we construct the probability of being admitted into the
reach and safety programs based on a student’s current grade and the previous admission cutoffs.
Our regressions control for these probabilities, interacted with the average outcomes for the reach
and safety programs. This allows us to identify the variation in unanticipated changes in score
cutoffs in the main analysis. Figure 3 presents the average of covariates used in the analysis and
the total number of students by application score bin.
29 We restrict the histogram to changes in program admission cutoffs that are between –1 and 1 because they account
for most of the data; 1,262 observations are for programs that have an increase in the admission cutoff of greater than
1, and 29 observations are for programs that have a decrease in the admission cutoff of less than –1.
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4
4.1

Results
Average Earnings

Table 2 presents our baseline results for average earnings, ignoring gender and gender earnings
gap information. We estimate equation (3), instrumenting for the average earnings of the program
the student enrolls in (y pi ) with equation (8a) using the two instruments from equations (7a) and
(7b). We define program earnings as the average subsequent earnings of students who initially
enroll in the same program. The first-stage estimations show expected coefficients of almost exactly 1, as suggested by their graphical representation in Figure 4. Increasing the probability of
studying the reach subject by 100 percentage points (from zero to one) increases the average earnings of the program a student enrolls in by roughly $1 for each $1 of additional average earnings
in the student’s reach program. Our fuzzy-discontinuity IV estimate δ̂ = 0.28 (C.I. 0.10 to 0.46)
implies that entering a program whose enrollees earn $1 more leads to a $0.28 (C.I. 0.10% to 0.46%)
increase in earnings on average.
A coefficient of δ = 0 suggests that cross-program variation in average earnings entirely reflects selection, whereas a coefficient of δ = 1 represents outcomes that reflect a perfect causal
effect of the program studied. Because this result is far less than 1, and even less than 0.5, it implies that most of the cross-program differences in average earnings reflect selection, even though
we find statistically significant causal effects. In the last column, we present an OLS benchmark in
which we estimate the effect of average program earnings on a student’s earnings without identifying off the admission cutoffs but instead controlling for demographics (such as parents’ wealth,
income, and education, and student’s grade, age and gender). This provides a comparison that
does not account for selection (because it does not exploit the variation in program cutoffs), and
accordingly shows a much larger effect of 0.83. Our results suggest that enrolling in a program
with higher earnings will lead to increased earnings, but that most cross-program variation in
average earnings reflects selection and will lead to differences in program returns.

4.2

Gender Earnings Gap

Table 3 shows the results including the gender earnings gap. Each column restricts the sample to
either women or men. Because women outnumber men in our sample, standard errors are larger
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for men than for women. The top panel shows results from the fuzzy-discontinuity IV design,
while the lower panel shows OLS benchmarks for comparison. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2 without gender earnings gap information. In the second and third
columns, we estimate equation (3), instrumenting for average earnings and the gender earnings
gap of the program the student enrolls in with the equations in (8) using the four instruments from
the equations in (7). The fourth and fifth columns repeat the second and third columns, but in the
first and second stages we use the average earnings of men and women separately instead of the
average earnings and gender earnings gap.
The second column of Table 3 presents the main results of the paper: women obtain lower returns when they enroll in programs in which women earn less than men, holding average program
earnings constant. Our fuzzy-discontinuity IV estimate λ̂ = −0.42 (C.I. –0.75 to –0.10) implies that
entering a program whose enrollees earn $1 more leads to a $0.42 (C.I. 0.10% to 0.46%) reduction
in earnings for women on average. Because we reject the hypothesis that gender earnings gaps do
not effect earnings for women, we can also reject the idea that cross-program differences in gender
earnings gaps merely reflect differential selection of high- and low-ability men and women into
different programs. The analogous coefficient for men in the third column λ̂ = 0.06 (C.I. –0.44
to 0.56) is statistically indistinguishable from both zero and large positive values. Note that the
parameters estimated separately for men and women need not be equal and of opposite sign – as
suggested in the identification section – when estimated using actual data. This could be because
1) the estimates are more noisy for men than they are for women, and thus the point estimates are
not exactly opposite, 2) men in the reach–safety programs pair sample may apply to a different
set of programs than women, for which the causal effect of the gender earnings gap is small or
absent, or 3) programs that tend to have large causal gender gaps for women tend to have positive selection in relation to male enrollees, thereby offsetting the causal effect of the gender gap for
men. Nevertheless, in all of these cases, women do worse when they enter programs with large
gender earnings gaps.
The fourth and fifth columns show this result in a different way; women earn significantly
more when they enroll in programs with higher-earning women (holding male earnings fixed) but
earn less (although this is statistically indistinguishable from zero) when they enroll in programs
with higher-earning men (holding female earnings fixed). We can reject the hypothesis that the
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earnings of men and women in a program affect a woman’s earnings equally. By contrast, the fifth
column shows that male and female earnings in a program are equally important in relation to a
man’s earnings.
Appendix Table A4 shows the first-stage estimations of the results presented in Table 3. We
present the coefficients of the instruments in equation (7). The first column repeats the baseline
results presented in Table 2. The second and third columns show the results separately for women
and men using the average income gaps in the reach and safety programs. The fourth and fifth
columns use the earnings of men and women in the reach and safety programs. The coefficients
on these instruments have high predictive power: they are close to 1 for average reach and safety
program incomes, and the R-squared values for the regressions are high and vary between 82%
and 95%.
The results presented in this section contribute to an important discussion on the effect of university programs on gender earnings gaps (Heckman, 1979, Gronau, 1974). Causal effects reflect
the challenges and experiences of women in particular fields, while selection reflects differences
in the ability and attributes of men and women who enter these fields.30 While they do not consider the gender earnings gap explicitly, Hastings et al. (2013) compare the causal effect of entering
a preferred broad field over all other less preferred options separately for men and women and
find gender differences in earnings effects from entering health programs in Chile, but no significant gender differences for other broad fields.31 Buckles (Forthcoming) reviews studies seeking
to address the issue of causality using interventions to reduce the gender wage gap. The common approach in this line of study is to design a randomized control trial to assess which kinds
of interventions motivate more females to study in a field in which they are under-represented
(Avilova and Goldin, 2018). Moreover, Bennedsen et al. (2019) exploit a 2006 legislation change in
Denmark that requires firms to provide wage statistics by gender, finding that it has had an effect
in reducing the gender wage gap with no significant overall effects on firm profitability.32
30 In

the overall labor market, the evidence on the effects of selection in wage gap estimations is mixed. For example,
Blau and Beller (1988) found that the wage gains of white women relative to men were larger after correcting for
selection, while Blau and Kahn (2006) and Mulligan and Rubinstein (2008) showed that the wage gap was larger after
controlling for selection and that in some cases the gap had not reduced at all.
31 They interpret this result as consistent with findings in the literature whereby non-pecuniary differences and characteristics across fields are more important in driving choices than pecuniary ones. See, for instance, Goldin and Katz
(2008), Bertrand (2011) and Bertrand et al. (2010). For example, women may have preferences related to the proportion
of women in the field, or to work schedule and career trajectory that do not overlap with reproductive age.
32 The main channel was by means of slowing wage growth for male employees.
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5

Alternative Channels Affecting the Gender Earnings Gap

In this section, we investigate potential channels that could explain the gender earnings gap results
found in the previous section. Programs could lead to women earning less than men through
direct channels, such as explicit discrimination, or through indirect channels, such as marital or
child-bearing decisions, which in turn can affect earnings.

5.1

Temporal Dynamics of the Gender Earnings Gap

We start by investigating the dynamics of the gender earnings gap. There is growing evidence
that the difference in earnings between women and men at the beginning of their careers is small,
but grows to be considerable a decade after graduation (Bertrand et al., 2010, for example). Table
4 shows the results after we re-estimate our baseline result for the gender earnings gap found
in the second column of Panel A in Table 3 by varying the time horizon used to calculate our
result. The first column of Table 4 uses individual and program earnings measured seven to nine
years after enrollment, whereas columns 2 and 3 use years 10 to 12 (our baseline) and years 13
to 15, respectively. Panel A shows the main IV results, and Panel B shows the OLS results for
comparison.
The results show that the causal effect that we documented in Table 3 is not present seven
to nine years after enrollment: the within-program gender earnings gap estimate is both much
smaller and statistically insignificant. However, the causal estimate we documented in the main
specification for years 10 to 12 (i.e. coefficient –0.42, s.e. 0.17), is also statistically significant in
years 13 to 15, and even larger (i.e. coefficient –0.71, s.e. 0.21). This provides evidence that crossprogram differences in the gender earnings gap tend to increase with time spent in the labor
market. This is in line with recent evidence on the dynamics of the gender earnings gap (Bertrand
et al., 2010).

5.2

Child and Marriage Penalty

An important body of literature documents an earnings penalty for mothers but not fathers. For
example, Kleven et al. (2018) finds that part of the gender wage gap can be explained by women
having children. In this case, one possible explanation of our findings could be that some fields
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have a causal impact on women’s decisions to have children, and that women in these fields
earn less as a result of the earnings penalty documented for motherhood.33 In this section, we
analyze whether cross-field/program differences in the gender wage gap (not the overall gap) can
be explained by marriage, number of children, graduation rates and the labor market participation
of women.
To explore these possible channels, Table 5 shows the baseline results for women in Panel A of
Table 3and includes additional factors as controls. These additional controls include whether the
woman is married 10 to 12 years after university application, how many children she has, whether
she graduated from her reach program, and whether she has had any labor income during these
years. We find no evidence that marriage or number of children explain our finding that entering
a field with a large gender earnings gap leads to women earning less. Including marriage and
child controls has almost no impact on our point estimates. By including marriage and child
controls, we rule out a channel through which programs with large gender earnings gaps have
them because they lead women in those fields to get married or have more children, which in turn
would lead to lower earnings.34 Therefore, we find no evidence that programs with large gender
earnings gaps cause women to earn less because they lead women to get married or have more
children. Appendix Table A5 repeats these estimations at different time horizons after enrollment,
as shown in Table 4. We find that the results are qualitatively unchanged whether earnings are
measured seven to nine years, 10 to 12 years, or 13 to 15 years after enrollment, and the result that
the gender gap increases over time remains even after controlling for children.
Including graduation controls has almost no impact on our point estimates, providing no evidence that a graduation channel explains our gender earnings gap findings. By including graduation controls, we rule out a channel through which programs with large gender earnings gaps
have them because they lead women in those fields to graduate at lower rates, which in turn
would lead to lower earnings. We find no evidence that programs with large gender earnings
gaps lead to women earning less by causing them to drop out of university. Including a dummy
33 Gallen et al. (2017) also finds that the gender gap in Denmark has decreased over the last 30 years, with a further
reduction linked to higher female labor market participation. However, the remaining gender gap is still related to the
child penalty.
34 Furthermore, in unreported results, we estimate analogous IV equations to predict marriage and number of children and find no causal effect of the program studied on either of these outcomes (with p-values ranging from 0.29 to
0.81 for our coefficients of interest).
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for the presence of any labor income modestly (but not significantly) reduces the estimated impact
of a program’s gender earnings gap on the earnings of its female enrollees. This might provide
some suggestive evidence that programs with large gender earnings gaps lead to women earning
less on the extensive margin (not working), as well as on the intensive margin (earning less while
working).35

5.3

Majority-male Fields

Beyond differences in the gender earnings gap, programs differ in terms of the proportions of men
and women among the enrollees. The Pew Research Center conducted a survey and found that
“women employed in majority-male workplaces are more likely to say their gender has made it
harder for them to get ahead at work, they are less likely to say women are treated fairly in personnel matters, and they report experiencing gender discrimination at significantly higher rates”
(Parker, 2018).
Table 6 uses the same identification strategy as before, but exploits the switch of students from
programs with fewer men to those with more men as they cross the score threshold. We add two
additional instruments (the probability of admission to the reach and safety programs multiplied
by the share of men in the reach and safety programs, respectively) and one additional outcome
predicted by those instruments in the first stage (the share of men in the program in which the
student enrolls). This allows us to estimate the causal effect on earnings of entering an otherwise
identical program with a higher share of men. The first column repeats our baseline results in
relation to earnings. The second and third columns restrict the sample used to women and men,
respectively, and include the share of men in the program of admission.
We find that the share of men in a program has no significant impact on female earnings.
Moving a woman from a program with all women to a program with no women would reduce
her earnings by 23,000 DKK (approximately 3,000 USD) based on our point estimates, but this
difference is not close to statistically different from zero. For men, we find that entering a program
with a larger share of men leads to a fairly large and statistically significant reduction in earnings
35 In

unreported results, we estimate analogous IV equations to predict graduation and the presence of any labor
income, and find very modest effects of average program earnings on graduation rates; an increase of 0.1 percentage
point (C.I. 0.018pp to 0.19pp) per increase of 1,000 DKK and of a gender earnings gap in the presence of any labor
income and a reduction of 0.04 pp (C.I. –0.10pp to 0.001pp) per increase of 1,000 DKK.
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(117,000 DKK or approximately $18,000 from moving from an all-female program to an all-male
one ). While this result is difficult to interpret, one possible explanation is that men in majorityfemale programs receive additional attention and consequently gain higher returns in their field
of study.

5.4

University and Field Effects

Table 7 reproduces our baseline results but decomposes y p into program- and university-specific
averages to disentangle the effect of the program studied and the university at which that study
takes place. The first column repeats our baseline specification to identify the impact on earnings of entering a program whose enrollees earn more. The second column repeats the baseline
regression on the subsample of students whose reach and safety programs are within the same
university; in this sample, all variation across programs is also within universities (e.g. moving
from physics to chemistry or economics within the University of Copenhagen). The results in this
case are broadly similar, but with larger standard errors and a slightly smaller point estimate. The
third column separates the impact of entering a higher-earning university and entering a higherearning program within that university.36 While both effects are present, the impact on earnings
of entering a higher-earning university (coefficient 0.55, s.e. 0.16) is significantly larger than the
impact on earnings of entering a higher-earning program within a university (coefficient 0.20, s.e.
0.11). Roughly half of the differences between universities reflect the causal effects of entering
those universities; therefore, the remaining half must reflect the students who select those universities.
The fourth and fifth columns of Table 7 decompose gender earnings gaps into the earnings
impact of entering a university with a large gender earnings gap versus the impact of entering a
program with a relatively large gender earnings gap compared with others in that university.

37

The results are shown for men and women, respectively, in the two columns. The fourth column
36 Here, we use four instruments: the probability of entering the reach and safety programs, interacted with the
average earnings of the university at which those programs are taught, and the gap between the program’s average
earnings and the university’s average earnings. These instruments are used in the first stage to predict the average
university earnings and the gap between the program’s earnings and the university’s earnings.
37 Here, we use six instruments: the probability of entering the reach and safety programs, interacted with the average
earnings of those programs, the gender earnings gap of the university in which those programs are taught, and the gap
between the program’s gender earnings gap and the university’s gender earnings gap. These instruments are used to
predict the average program earnings, the gender earnings gap of the university the student attends, and the gender
earnings gap of the student’s program relative to that of the university.
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shows that our gender earnings gap results are present at both program and university levels.
Entering a program that has a relatively large gender earnings gap compared with other programs
in the university will significantly reduce earnings for women (coefficient –0.42, s.e. 0.17), and
entering a university that has a large gender earnings gap will reduce earnings for women even
more (coefficient –0.83, s.e. 0.29). Almost all differences across universities in terms of their gender
earnings gaps reflect causal effects, with no evidence of selection. As with the overall effects, the
gender earnings gap of a program has no effect on earnings for men.
Table 8 reproduces our baseline results but decomposes y p into program and broad field averages to disentangle the effect of the exact program studied (e.g. economics or finance) and the
broad field of study (e.g. business, health or science). The first column repeats our baseline specification to identify the impact on earnings of entering a program whose enrollees earn more. The
methodology used in Kirkeboen et al. (2016) and Hastings et al. (2013) is appealing because it
allows the comparison of specific broad fields. However, unlike their pair-wise approach, our
“attribute” approach allows within-field comparisons. We find that moving to a higher-earning
program within a broad field leads to a significant increase in earnings that is similar to our baseline results (including moves between and within broad fields). The second column repeats the
baseline regression on the subsample of students whose reach and safety programs are within the
same university. These results are quantitatively smaller and statistically indistinguishable from
zero, suggesting that cross-program differences are important for earnings. This is confirmed in
the third column, which decomposes program-specific earnings into the earnings of the broad field
versus the difference between the program’s earnings and the broad field’s earnings; both types
of variation are broadly similar in magnitude and statistically different from zero. This suggests
that not only the broad field of study but also the exact program a student chooses are important
for earnings.
The fourth and fifth columns of Table 8 decompose gender earnings gaps into the earnings
impact of entering a broad field with a large gender earnings gap versus the impact of entering
a program with a relatively large gender earnings gap compared with others in that field. Both
the gender earnings gap in the broad field and that in the specific program matter in relation to
women’s earnings. Women earn less when they enter broad fields with larger gender earnings
gaps (coefficient –0.43, s.e. 0.22) and specific programs with larger gender earnings gaps than that
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in their broad field (coefficient –0.48, s.e. 0.23). As before, the gender earnings gap – regardless of
decomposition – does not affect earnings for men.

6

Robustness of Results and Alternative Specifications

6.1

Alternative Treatment Identifiers

The baseline specification presented in Table 2 is correct to the degree that initial enrollment in
a program is best understood as the treatment. However, students sometimes switch programs,
and students who initially enroll in their safety program are more likely than others to switch.
Students’ earnings may be affected not only by what they enroll in initially but by what they
eventually go on to study. Appendix Figure A2 shows the share of those who are enrolled in their
reach, safety, or other program 1, 2,..., 6 years after initial enrollment.38 Note that the shares of students who enroll in reach and safety programs jump discontinuously across the cutoff threshold.
While the size of this jump is slightly higher when looking at the program of initial enrollment, the
jump is significant even when looking at the program of enrollment four or six years after initial
enrollment. Appendix Figure A3 shows that the attenuation in the jump at the cutoff measured
by the program enrolled in many years from initial enrollment reflects an above-average switch
rate for students initially enrolled in their safety program choice. Appendix Figure A4 shows that
roughly 10% of those enrolled in their reach program eventually switch to their safety program;
most of those who switch do so to other programs.
Alternatively, to the degree that the true treatment is time spent studying in a program or
graduating from a program, the IV results based on initial enrollment will yield results that are
too small (because the first-stage results of movement across the cutoff on the program studies
will be too big). Panel A of Table 9 presents the results shown in Table 3 in a different way. First,
we show the first and second stages, and then the IV estimates from the baseline specifications in
Table 3, along with the OLS estimates. Panels B and C of Table 9 repeat the baseline results of Panel
A, but replace the initial-enrollment-based measure of y pi with an average of the earnings over the
different programs they studied during the four first years after initial enrollment (Panel B) and the
38 This

figure ignores information on drop-outs and considers a student as remaining enrolled in a program until he
or she switches to a new program.
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earnings of all those who enrolled in the program the person studied in year four (Panel C). These
results are consistent with our understanding of the treatment. Many students who enter a given
program eventually switch. The causal effect of entering a program will naturally be smaller than
the causal effect of completing it, because much is learned along the way. Our instrument increases
the probability of entering the reach program more than it increases the probability of continuing
in the reach program, if only because students routinely switch programs. These results echo the
graphical representation in Appendix Figure A5. We note that the coefficients are roughly 50%
higher, reflecting the fact that those who initially enroll in their safety program switch out of it at
somewhat higher rates than other enrollees. We also note that the effect of the gender earnings
gap is present under both definitions of average earnings in Panels B and C.

6.2

Alternative Instruments

Table 10 shows the results of robustness tests of the results shown in Table 3. Panel A shows our
baseline specification, which controls for distance from cutoff fixed effects (bin FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety program, calendar year fixed effects, and
the probability of being accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average
earnings of the reach and safety programs. Panel B omits the probability of being accepted given
last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs.
This specification does not control for past cutoffs that are in the information set of prospective
students at the time of application, and therefore is identified only on the difference between a student’s score and the cutoff for the reach and safety programs. Panel C adds the reach and safety
program cutoffs and the student’s score. This allows us to verify whether the competitiveness of
programs and the ability of students impacts our estimates. Panel D adds demographics (parents’
wealth, income and education, and student’s age and gender). This allows us to measure the effect
while keeping these demographics constant. The results are similar across specifications.

6.3

Alternative bandwidths around program cutoffs

Panel (a) of Figure 6 shows the robustness of our baseline results to different bandwidths of estimation around the admission cutoff. We retain a symmetric number of bins on each side of the
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cutoff and tighten the bandwidth from +/– 0.5 bins to +/– 0.2 bins around the cutoff. Although
the sample size decreases as the bandwidth is tightened, and consequently the statistical power is
reduced, the results are consistent across all bandwidths used.

6.4

Alternative Average Program Incomes

The baseline specification presented in Table 2 uses average program incomes calculated over the
entire sample of observations. Such averages maximize the use of the available data by using
all cohort years, thereby producing more precise averages. However, the results estimated using
these averages could include cohort and peer effects. In this section, we present two alternative
ways to calculate average program incomes to address this issue. First, we recalculate the average
program incomes for students’ reach, safety and enrollment programs by excluding their own application cohort year. This removes the cohort effect from our results. Second, we recalculate these
average program incomes after additionally removing ulterior application cohort years from the
estimation. This removes the impact of future cohorts from our calculation. We present the results
obtained using these alternative measures in Table 11 and show that they produce qualitatively
similar results.

7

Conclusion

We exploit a discontinuity built into the Danish university admissions system that quasi-randomly
assigns similar students to different university programs. Prospective university students receive
a composite score summarizing their performance in high school. They then rank programs –
university–major pairs, such as medicine at the University of Copenhagen – as their first, second,
third, and so on, choices. Each program has a score cutoff, which changes from year to year to
clear the market. Students are admitted to their most preferred program for which their score
exceeds the cutoff. We examine students with reach–safety program pairs wherein their score is
close to the cutoff for their more preferred “reach” program but well above the cutoff for their
next-most-preferred “safety” program. For these students, a small improvement in their score
from just below to just above the cutoff will lead to a large, discontinuous increase (decrease) in
their probability of enrolling in their preferred reach (less preferred safety) program.
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We find that enrolling in programs with higher-earning enrollees leads to students earning
more, but that most cross-program differences in earnings reflect selection. Entering a program
whose enrollees earn $1 more will on average lead to an enrollee earning $0.28 more (C.I. $0.10 to
$0.46). This effect is somewhat larger when we redefine the treatment as studying the subject four
years after initial enrollment instead of at initial enrollment. The results are robust to a variety
of bandwidths and controls. We document substantial and important heterogeneity by gender.
In particular, the cross-program differences in the gender earnings gap are causal; enrolling in
a program whose enrollees experience a $1 larger gender earnings gap, controlling for earnings,
leads to women earning $0.42 less on average (C.I. –0.75 to –0.10). This effect is absent when
women initially enter the labor market, but grows over time to $0.71 (C.I. –1.11 to –0.30).
Although documenting cross-program differences in the gender earnings gap is important,
more research is required to understand the potential channels through which it operates. For
example, we find that it is not the result of cross-program differences in marital status and children, but our analysis cannot explain whether it is the result of challenges faced by women in
specific university programs or those faced by women in the jobs that those programs eventually
feed into. The fact that we find evidence of effects of gender earnings gap causation at both the
field and university levels suggests that they could be related to both specific fields and specific
universities. However, more research is required to understand whether the challenges faced by
women are determined by the education women attain, by the labor market conditions in the
various fields in which women find work, or a combination of both. Identifying the importance
of each of these channels is useful for policy-makers designing interventions or policies aimed at
reducing the gender earnings gap.
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Figures
Figure 1: Outcome of Applications
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(a) Quota 1 Applications
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(b) Quota 2 Applications
Note: This figure shows the different possible outcomes of an application to a program of study. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006. We pool all programs and years and present the distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. Panel (a) shows the subsample of applications made through the Quota 1 system of admission (6,771 observations) and Panel (b) shows Quota 2 applications (4,500 observations).
In each panel we show
the share of the sample of students admitted to their reach, safety, other, or no program by application score bins.
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Figure 2: Year-to-year Changes in Cutoffs
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(a) Changes in Last Year’s Cutoff
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(b) Changes in Last Year’s Cutoff Given Distance from Reach
Note: This figure presents year-to-year changes in program admission cutoffs. We use the sample of 11,271 students who
have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006. We pool all programs and years and present the
distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. Panel (a) presents
the difference between the admission cutoff of the student’s reach program in the year of application and the cutoff for
the same program in the previous year. We restrict the histogram to changes in program admission cutoffs that are between –1 and 1 because they account for most of the data; 1,262 observations are for programs that have an increase
in admission cutoff of greater than 1, and 29 observations are for programs that have a decrease in admission cutoff
of less than –1. Panel (b) shows the year-to-year changes in the admission cutoff of a student’s reach program conditional on the student’s distance to the admission cutoff of the reach program in the year prior to his or her application.
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Figure 3: Characteristics and Score Cutoffs
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Note: This figure presents the covariates used in the analysis and the total number of students by application score
bin.
We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to
2006.
We pool all programs and years and present the distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. Point estimates are given along with the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 4: Earnings: First-stage and Reduced-form Results

(a) First-stage

(b) Reduced-form
Note: This figure presents the graphical illustration of the first-stage and reduced-form earnings results. We use the sample of 6,771 students who applied through the Quota 1 system of admission and have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006. We pool all programs and years and present the distance between the application score and
the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. The first-stage results present the coefficient estimates from equation (9). The dependent variable is earnings of enrollees in the program of admission, and we plot the coefficients of earnings in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from cutoff dummies. The reduced-form results present
the coefficient estimates from equation (10). The dependent variable is the individual’s earnings and we plot the coefficients of earnings in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from cutoff dummies. Earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after application. Point estimates are given along with the 95% confidence interval. Appendix
Figure A1 presents the first-stage and reduced-form results for applications through the Quota 2 system of admission.
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Figure 5: Gender Earnings Gap: First-stage and Reduced-form Results

(a) Women

(b) Men

Note: This figure presents the graphical illustration of the first-stage (upper panel) and reduced-form (lower panel) results for the
gender earnings gap. We use the sample of 6,771 students who applied through the Quota 1 system of admission and who
have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006. We pool all programs and years together and present the
distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. Panel (a) shows the subsample of women (4,068 observations) and Panel (b) shows the subsample of men (2,703 observations). The first-stage results
present the coefficient estimates from equation (9). The dependent variable is earnings of enrollees in the program of admission and we plot the coefficients of earnings in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from cutoff dummies.
The reduced-form results present the coefficient estimates from equation (10). The dependent variable is the individual’s earnings and we plot the coefficients of earnings in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from cutoff dummies.
Earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after application. Point estimates are given along with the 95% confidence interval. Appendix Figure A1 presents the first-stage and reduced-form results for applications through the Quota 2 system of admission.
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Figure 6: Alternative Bandwidths
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(a) Earnings
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(b) Gender Earnings Gap
Note: This figure presents the robustness of our main results to the selection of different bandwidths. Panel (a) uses the
sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and shows the estimated coefficient of δ from equation (3) for earnings, setting g pi to 0. Panel (b) uses the subsample of 6,901 women who
have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and shows the estimated coefficient of λ on the gender earnings gap from equation 3. A coefficient of 0 represents a model in which individual outcomes reflect only selection, and a coefficient of 1 or –1 represents a model in which individual outcomes reflect only causal effects. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown with the number of observations included in the different bandwidth ranges.
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9

Tables
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

A. Demographics
Age
Male percent
Parental income (000’s DKK)
Parental wealth (000’s DKK)
Parental education (Years)
B. Application
Grade
Nbr priorites ranked
Accepted into reach
Rank of reach
Rank of safety
Rank of enrollment prog.
C. Reach-Safety pairs
Grade distance from the cutoff
Same field
Same institution
D. Earnings
All
Women
Men
Enrollment cohort average
Enrollment cohort gender gap
Reach-Safety gap
Reach-Safety gap in gender gap

All applications (402,765 obs.)

Used sample (11,271 obs.)

Mean

Std. dev

Mean

Std. dev

21.1
37.9
297.8
336.8
12.9

3.4
−
152.2
704.8
3.1

20.6
38.8
324.8
404.9
13.5

2.8
−
165.9
788.5
3.2

8.3
2.1
−
−
−
−

1.0
1.4
−
−
−
−

8.8
3.1
0.6
1.2
2.3
1.6

0.7
1.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.9

−

−

−

−

−0.1
0.6
0.3

0.3
−
−

300.4
274.5
342.8
297.6
45.4
−
−

156.9
137.3
176.6
58.8
35.4
−
−

308.4
288.6
339.6
303.1
39.4
13.6
−0.7

163.9
148.1
181.9
62.0
29.2
58.4
37.5

Note: This table presents descriptive statistics for the population of students applying to university for the first time in application
years 1994 to 2006 (all applications; left), as well as the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in these
application years (used sample; right). Panel A presents demographics. Parental income, wealth and education represent the average values of both parents (or the values for a single parent). Panel B presents information typically found in a student’s application. The student’s score summarizes their high school grades. The number of priorities ranked refers to the number of programs
to which the student applied; the maximum number or programs to which students can apply is eight. For the sample of students
with a reach–safety pair, we present the rankings of the reach, safety and enrollment programs. Panel C describes the reach–safety
pairs. The distance from the cutoff represents the difference between the student’s grade and the cutoff of the reach program; 60%
of reach–safety program pairs are in the same field and 30% are at the same institution. Panel D presents information on earnings.
Earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to the university program. We show the average earnings for all students and for the subsamples of women and men. The student’s enrollment cohort earnings average is the average earnings of the
cohort of students admitted to the same program–university major. The enrollment cohort earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings of men and women for the cohort of students admitted to the same program–university major. The reach–safety
earnings gap is the difference between the earnings of students admitted to their reach program and the earnings of students admitted to their safety program. The reach–safety gender gap is the difference between the earnings gender gap for students admitted to
their reach program and the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their safety program. Appendix Tables A2 and A3 present
the same information for the subsample of students who apply through the Quota 1 and Quota 2 systems of admission, respectively.
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Table 2: Earnings
1st Stage

Program earnings

Reduced Form

P(R)×
Reach
Earnings

P(S)×
Safety
Earnings

P(R)×
Reach
Earnings

P(S)×
Safety
Earnings

0.93
(0.02)

1.04
(0.03)

0.32
(0.10)

0.098
(0.14)

IV

OLS

0.28
(0.10)

0.83
(0.02)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating the first-stage equation (8) in columns 1 and 2, the reduced-form equation 10) in
columns 3 and 4, and the main equation (3) (setting g pi to 0) by IVs (column 5) and by OLS (column 6). Each cell – or pair of cells
for the first-stage and reduced-form results – represents a separate regression. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a
reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to university programs.
The outcome variable for the first-stage regression is the average future earnings of students admitted to the same program and
the outcome variable for the other regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings. The IV, first-stage and reduced-form estimates control for distance from cutoff fixed effects (bin FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety
program, calendar year FE, the probability of being accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs. The OLS equation controls for parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’ education,
student grade, age and gender, and calendar year FE.
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Table 3: Gender Earnings Gap

A. Instrumental variable estimation
Program earnings (All)

All

Women

Men

0.28
(0.10)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.21
(0.19)
0.062
(0.25)

Within-program
gender earnings gap
Program earnings (Women)
Program earnings (Men)
B. OLS benchmark
Program earnings (All)

0.83
(0.02)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.07)

Within-program
gender earnings gap

Program earnings (Men)

11,271

6,901

Men

0.55
(0.23)
-0.25
(0.19)

0.10
(0.33)
0.26
(0.26)

0.76
(0.08)
0.10
(0.06)

0.078
(0.11)
0.81
(0.09)

6,901

4,370

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.10)

Program earnings (Women)

N

Women

4,370

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs (Panel A) and by OLS (Panel B) for the gender earnings gap
and for the subsamples of women and men. Each column presents the second stage of an IV regression. We use the sample of
11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth
of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged for 10 to 12
years after admission. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2 and sets g pi to 0. The second and third
columns separate the sample based on gender and use the average program earnings of enrollees and the earnings gap between
men and women for the program of enrollment. The fourth and fifth columns separate the sample based on gender and use the
average program earnings of men and women separately. The IV estimation controls for distance from cutoff fixed effects (bin
FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety program, calendar year FE, the probability of being
accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs. The OLS results control for parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’ education, student grade, age and gender, and calendar year FE.
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Table 4: Gender Earnings Gap Dynamics
Years after enrollment
A. Instrumental variable estimation
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
B. OLS Results
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap

7 to 9

10 to 12

13 to 15

0.46
(0.12)
-0.19
(0.16)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.42
(0.16)
-0.71
(0.21)

0.86
(0.03)
-0.12
(0.07)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.07)

0.77
(0.04)
-0.29
(0.09)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs (Panel A) and by OLS (Panel B). In Panel A, each column
presents the second stage of an IV regression. We use the sample of 6,901 women who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program.
The program earnings are averaged for seven to nine years, 10 to 12 years and 13 to 15 years after the application to university
programs in columns 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged for seven to nine years, 10 to 12 years and 13 to 15 years after admission in columns 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The second
column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2. The OLS results control for parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’ education, student grade, age and gender, and calendar year FE.
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Table 5: Gender Earnings Gap Channels
Specifications

Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
Married

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.39
(0.13)
-0.40
(0.17)

0.35
(0.13)
-0.41
(0.16)

0.37
(0.11)
-0.28
(0.15)

-2.23
(3.37)

11.59
(4.01)
-17.70
(4.41)

10.53
(3.98)
-19.36
(4.38)
38.01
(3.40)

6.52
(3.57)
-26.47
(3.92)
30.06
(3.05)
285.30
(6.94)

Nb. of kids
Graduated
Any labor income

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs for the subsample of women. Each column presents the second stage of an IV regression for which we vary the control variables, all measured 10 to 12 years after application and all scaled
in thousands. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2. The second column controls for a dummy variable indicating marital situation, the third column adds number of children fixed effects, the fourth column indicates whether the
student has graduated from the reach program, and the fifth column adds a dummy variable for no labor income earnings. We
use the sample of 6,901 women who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results
for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after
the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged
for 10 to 12 years after admission.
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Table 6: Share of Men in the Program

Program earnings (All)

All

Women

Men

0.28
(0.10)

0.41
(0.13)
-0.46
(0.18)

0.35
(0.19)
0.13
(0.26)

-23.27
(31.74)

-119.36
(43.36)

6,901

4,370

Within-program
gender earnings gap
Share of men in program

N

11,271

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs for earnings and earnings gender gaps. Each column presents
the second stage of an IV regression. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2. The second and third
columns restrict the sample used to women and men, respectively, and control for the share of males in the program of admission. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006, and present
the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12
years after the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings
averaged for 10 to 12 years after admission.
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Table 7: University Versus Program Decomposition
All

Same university
reach and safety

0.28
(0.10)

0.17
(0.15)

Women

Men

0.37
(0.11)

0.17
(0.18)

Program gender earnings gap
minus university gender earnings gap

-0.41
(0.17)

-0.01
(0.26)

University gender earnings gap

-0.81
(0.30)

0.53
(0.47)

6,901

4,370

Program earnings (All)

All

Program earnings
minus university earnings

0.20
(0.11)

University earnings

0.55
(0.16)

N

11,271

3,801

11,271

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs. Each column presents the second stage of an IV regression.
The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2. The second column restricts the sample used to students choosing the same university for their reach and safety programs and sets g pi to 0. The third column uses the full reach–safety programs pair sample, but decomposes the average program earnings into average university earnings and the difference between
average program earnings and average university earnings. The fourth and fifth columns restrict the sample used to women
and men, respectively, and decomposes the gender earnings gap into the average gender earnings gap at the university level and
the difference between the average university gender earnings gap and the average program gender earnings gap. We use the
sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a
bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the
application to university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged for
10 to 12 years after admission.
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Table 8: Field of Study Versus Program Decomposition
All

Same field for
reach and safety

0.28
(0.10)

0.38
(0.17)

Women

Men

0.35
(0.11)

0.26
(0.18)

Program gender earnings gap
minus field gender earnings gap

-0.48
(0.23)

0.15
(0.30)

Field gender earnings gap

-0.41
(0.22)

-0.09
(0.36)

6,901

4,370

Program earnings (All)

All

Program earnings
minus field earnings

0.45
(0.19)

Field earnings

0.27
(0.10)

N

11,271

6,322

11,271

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs for earnings and earnings gender gaps. Each column presents
the second stage of an IV regression. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2. The second column
restricts the sample used to students choosing the same field for their reach and safety programs and sets g pi to 0. The third column uses the full reach–safety programs pair sample, but decomposes the average program earnings into average field earnings
and the difference between average program earnings and average field earnings. The fourth and fifth columns restrict the sample used to women and men, respectively, and decomposes the gender earnings gap into the average gender earnings gap at the
field-of-study level and the difference between the average field gender earnings gap and the average program gender earnings
gap. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present
the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12
years after the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings
averaged for 10 to 12 years after admission.
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Table 9: Robustness to Treatment Results
All
A. Initial program; baseline
Program earnings (All)

Women

IV

OLS

IV

OLS

IV

OLS

0.28
(0.10)

0.83
(0.02)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.06)

0.21
(0.19)
0.062
(0.25)

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.10)

0.47
(0.17)

0.94
(0.02)

0.59
(0.21)
-0.58
(0.23)

0.96
(0.03)
-0.14
(0.06)

0.31
(0.28)
0.12
(0.37)

1.04
(0.05)
0.15
(0.09)

0.58
(0.19)

0.94
(0.02)

0.64
(0.25)
-0.65
(0.26)

0.90
(0.03)
-0.14
(0.06)

0.46
(0.33)
0.24
(0.41)

1.01
(0.05)
0.076
(0.09)

Within-program
gender earnings gap
B. Initial to 4th year programs
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
C. 4th year program
Program earnings (All)

Men

Within-program
gender earnings gap

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs and by OLS for the full sample and the subsamples of women
and men. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and
present the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for
10 to 12 years after the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the first-stage regression is a measure of the
average earnings of students admitted to the same program, and the outcome variable for the other regressions is the student’s
subsequent earnings. Panel A defines program earnings as the average subsequent earnings of students who initially enroll in
that program; Panel B defines program earnings as the average subsequent earnings across all programs studied by that student
over their first four years at university; and Panel C defines program earnings as the average subsequent earnings of the program
the student is enrolled in four years after initial admission. The IV, first-stage and reduced-form estimates control for distance
from cutoff fixed effects (bin FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety program, calendar year
FE, the probability of being accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and
safety programs. The OLS equation controls for parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’ education, student grade, age and
gender, and calendar year FE.
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Table 10: Robustness to Specifications
All
A. Baseline
Program earnings (All)

Women

IV

OLS

IV

OLS

IV

OLS

0.28
(0.10)

0.83
(0.02)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.06)

0.21
(0.19)
0.062
(0.25)

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.10)

0.26
(0.08)

0.83
(0.02)

0.36
(0.10)
-0.44
(0.17)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.06)

0.14
(0.14)
0.069
(0.25)

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.09)

0.29
(0.10)

0.83
(0.02)

0.39
(0.13)
-0.43
(0.17)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.06)

0.23
(0.19)
0.030
(0.25)

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.09)

0.29
(0.10)

0.83
(0.02)

0.39
(0.13)
-0.44
(0.17)

0.81
(0.03)
-0.18
(0.06)

0.24
(0.18)
-0.012
(0.25)

0.81
(0.05)
0.34
(0.09)

Within-program
gender earnings gap
B. Baseline without lagged instruments
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
C. Baseline with cutoffs and score
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
D. Baseline with cutoffs, score and demographics
Program earnings (All)

Men

Within-program
gender earnings gap

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs and by OLS for the full sample and the subsamples of women
and men. We use the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and
present the results for a bandwidth of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for
10 to 12 years after the application to university programs. The outcome variable for the first-stage regression is the average subsequent earnings of students who initially enroll in that program, and the outcome variable for the other regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings. We vary the controls used in the estimations in Panels A, B, C and D. Panel A presents our baseline
specification and controls for distance from cutoff fixed effects (bin FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety program, calendar year FE and the probability of being accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted
with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs. Panel B omits the probability of being accepted given last year’s
admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs. Panel C adds the reach and the safety
program cutoffs and the student’s score. Panel D adds demographics (parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’ education,
and student’s age and gender).
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Table 11: Robustness to Income-program Measures

A. Instrumental variable estimation
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
B. OLS benchmark
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap

Excluding own cohort

Excluding own and future cohorts

All

Women

Men

All

Women

Men

0.21
(0.09)

0.42
(0.12)
-0.37
(0.20)

0.042
(0.17)
-0.17
(0.35)

0.17
(0.10)

0.32
(0.14)
-0.17
(0.21)

0.09
(0.19)
-0.37
(0.36)

0.60
(0.03)

0.54
(0.04)
0.027
(0.09)

0.62
(0.05)
0.22
(0.15)

0.57
(0.03)

0.45
(0.04)
0.21
(0.09)

0.61
(0.06)
0.21
(0.15)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs (Panel A) and by OLS (Panel B) for the gender earnings gap
and for the subsamples of women and men. Each column presents the second stage of an IV regression. We use the sample of
11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth
of +/– 0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to
university programs. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged for 10 to 12 years
after admission. We present two alternative ways of calculating the income averages for the reach, safety and enrollment programs. The first set of results calculates these averages omitting the cohort-year peers of the enrollee and the second set of results
uses only past cohort averages, and therefore omits cohort-year peers of the enrollee and future cohorts from the average calculation. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 2 with these alternative definitions of program earnings. The
second and third columns separate the sample based on gender and use these alternative definitions of average program earnings and the earnings gap between males and females. The OLS results control for parents’ wealth, parents’ income and parents’
education, student grade, age and gender, and calendar year FE.
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A
A.1

Appendix
Institutional Details of Danish University Admissions

For Danish students, admission to Danish universities generally requires an upper secondary
(high school) diploma. Depending on the type of high school, students receive attendance and/or
examination grades for each course they complete. An algorithm is then used to combine grades
into a single score that is used when applying to university. The score is a weighted average of
course grades, with weights that vary based on the level of difficulty of the course (e.g. A-level
courses receive greater weights on average than B-Level courses, which in turn receive greater
weights on average than C-level courses.)
Most higher education programs require a secondary education, and in many cases the average score in the high school examinations is the only relevant factor in relation to admission to
university programs. Access to certain degrees, such as medicine, may also depend on specific
requirements such as having completed a specific subject at a specific level (e.g. several A-level
courses) and achieving a minimum grade in specific subjects.39 The admission process is the same
for the vast majority of programs.40 Prospective students apply through the Quota 1 or Quota 2
system of application using the governmental agency for university admissions (Den Koordinerede
Tilmedling in Danish) .
Quota 1 admissions are based on the score derived solely from high school grades. Quota 2
applications occur at a different time of year. Quota 2 students typically do not have the grades
necessary to gain access through Quota 1 when they finish high school, and use their time after
leaving secondary school to obtain additional qualifications. These qualifications could involve
other relevant subjects, work experience within the field, or other additional qualifications that
each program deems relevant. Quota 2 admissions are based on a score that includes high school
grades as well as these additional qualifications. Over the full sample of enrollees, 54.4% of all
applications are made through the Quota 1 system and 45.6% through the Quota 2 system. In
the subsample of students used in our analysis, for the more competitive programs, 76.5% of
students were admitted under the Quota 1 system and 23.7% under the Quota 2 system. By way
of additional background on the Quota 2 system, applications are initially treated as Quota 1
applications, and if these Quota 2 applications do not make the cut for Quota 1, they are treated as
Quota 2, and the additional qualifications beyond the high school grades are taken into account.
To be admitted into their “reach” program, prospective students compete for a finite number
of places. The Danish Ministry of Education, through its funding, and the universities, through
their priorities, together determine the maximum intake of students to each educational program.
Therefore, there can be admission restrictions if the number of applicants is greater than the number of places available in the program. The Ministry of Education regulates the numbers graduating within specific programs with the purpose of satisfying the predicted demand for given
qualifications in the Danish labor market. If there are more applicants than places available, the
cutoff score in a given program depends on the number of places available and the number of
applicants within a given round of applications. Places in a given program are allocated to the
students with the highest scores until all available places are filled. As all Danish universities are
public, there are no tuition fee constraints on poor students. Students also receive educational
subsidy support (Statens Uddannelsesstøtte in Danish) and can apply for generous student loans.41
39 Prospective students can also apply for a number of higher education programs with a background in vocational
education during their high school years or with, for example, four or five upper secondary school subjects.
40 Although journalism is, for example, a well-known exception.
41 Another detail omitted from the description is the option for students to postpone enrolling in a higher education
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Thus, the cutoff for a given program varies from year to year based on the number of available
places in a program and the number of applicants to that program. While students can see cutoffs
from prior years, the cutoff for their application year may move in response to changes in demand,
and thus the cutoffs for any given year are determined by supply and demand, and cannot be
predicted in advance by prospective students.
In their application, prospective students can also apply for a place on the standby list. The
standby list avoids the situation of unused program places if admitted students either reject the
place they are offered or quickly drop out of the program. The cutoff for the standby list is usually
0.1 to 0.2 grade points below the actual cutoff point. If students choose to apply for standby places,
they will be offered the standby place instead of their safety program if they are above the cutoff
point for the standby list. In a case where they are not offered a place within the first month of the
program starting, they are guaranteed a place in the program the following year.
program. In 2007, the Danish parliament introduced regulations to provide incentives for prospective students to
initiate their higher education studies soon after finishing high school: students who applied within two years of
obtaining their high school diploma had their high school grade scores multiplied by 1.08 at the point of university
application. Because we use data from university applications prior to 2007 in order to observe outcomes eight to 12
years after the year of first application, this change in the institutional setting is irrelevant to our study.
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A.2

Additional Figures
Figure A1: Quota 2 Applications: First-stage and Reduced-form Results
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(a) Earnings

(b) Gender Earnings Gap: Women
Note: This figure presents a graphical illustration of the first-stage (left panel) and reduced-form (right panel) results for the gender
earnings gap. We use the sample of 4,500 students who applied through the Quota 2 system and have a reach–safety programs
pair in application years 1994 to 2006. We pool all programs and years and present the distance between the application score
and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis. Panel (a) shows the results for earnings and Panels (b) and (c)
show the results for the gender earnings gap for the subsamples of women (2,826 observations) and men (1,675 observations),
respectively. The first-stage results present the coefficient estimates from equation (9). The dependent variable is either earnings
of enrollees in the program of admission or the gender earnings gap. We plot the coefficients of earnings and gender earnings
gaps in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from the cutoff dummies. The reduced-form results present the
coefficient estimates from equation (10). The dependent variable is the individual’s earnings and we plot the coefficients of earnings and gender earnings gaps in the reach and safety programs interacted with distance from the cutoff dummies. Earnings are
averaged for 10 to 12 years after application. Point estimates are given along with the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure A2: Proportion of Students in Reach, Safety, or Other Programs Over Time

(a) Reach

(b) Safety

(c) Other
Note: This figure presents the proportion of students whose latest admission data show that they are enrolled in their (a) reach,
(b) safety, or (c) other program one to six years after their initial admission by application score bins. We pool all programs and
present the distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis.
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Figure A3: Switching Conditional on Reach, Safety or Other

(a) Switching | Reach

(b) Switching | Safety

(c) Switching | Other

(d) Switching

Note: This figure presents the proportion of students whose latest admission data show that they have switched to another program
given their initial admission into (a) their reach program, (b) their safety program, (c) another program, or (d) unconditionally
one to six years after their initial admission by application score bins. We pool all programs and present the distance between
the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis.
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Figure A4: Transitions in and out of Reach, Safety or Other

(a) Safety | Reach

(b) Other | Reach

(c) Reach | Safety

(d) Other | Safety

(e) Reach | Other

(f) Safety | Other

Note: This figure presents the proportion of students whose latest admission data show that they have transitioned (a) from their
reach to their safety program, (b) from their reach program to another program, (c) from their safety to their reach program, (d)
from their safety program to another program, (e) from another program to their reach program, or (f) from another program to
their safety program one to six years after their initial admission by application score bins. We pool all programs and present the
distance between the application score and the admission cutoff of the reach program on the x-axis.
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Figure A5: Alternative First-stage Results
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Note: This figure repeats Figure 4 in estimating equation (9) and presenting the graphical representation of the first-stage results,
but shows results for alternative assignments of students to programs. The results show the impact on the average earnings of
the program the student enrolls in as a function of the average earnings of their reach and safety programs, respectively, for each
distance from the cutoff bin. We average earnings for 10 to 12 years after application for all students admitted to a given program. Panel (a) averages this measure over the first four years of the program to which a student has been admitted. For example, a student studying business for two years and health for two years would be attributed the average of future business and
health earnings. Panel (b) attributes the earnings of the program in which the student was enrolled four years after application.
Point estimates for the reach and safety programs are given, along with the 95% confidence interval.
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A.3

Additional Tables
Table A1: Reach and Safety Program Fields
Safety
Business
Economics
Engineering
Health
Humanities
Law
Other
Science
Social Science
Teaching
Technology
Total

Frequency
181
1,477
340
1,258
2,836
244
192
1,572
1,325
1,320
526
11,271

Percent
1.61
13.10
3.02
11.16
25.16
2.16
1.70
13.95
11.76
11.71
4.67
100.00

Reach
Cum. Percent
1.61
14.71
17.73
28.89
54.05
56.22
57.92
71.87
83.62
95.33
100.00

Frequency
23
1,031
149
1,623
2,823
622
0
2,011
1,408
1,001
580
11,271

Percent
0.20
9.15
1.32
14.40
25.05
5.52
0.00
17.84
12.49
8.88
5.15
100.00

Cum. Percent
0.20
9.35
10.67
25.07
50.12
55.64
55.64
73.48
85.97
94.85
100.00

Note: This table presents the distribution of reach and safety program majors across our sample. Individual programs
(such as International Business at the Copenhagen Business School) are matched to the program study area.
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Table A2: Descriptive Statistics: Demographics of Quota 1 Applicants

A. Demographics
Age
Male percent
Parental income (000’s DKK)
Parental wealth (000’s DKK)
Parental education (Years)
B. Application
Grade
Nbr priorites ranked
Accepted into reach
Rank of reach
Rank of safety
Rank of enrollment prog.
C. Reach-Safety pairs
Grade distance from cutoff
Same field
Same institution
D. Earnings
All
Women
Men
Enrollment cohort average
Enrollment cohort gender gap
Reach-Safety gap
Reach-Safety gap in gender gap

All applications (163,730 obs.)

Used sample (6,771 obs.)

Mean

Std. dev

Mean

Std. dev

20.5
43.0
309.1
360.9
13.2

3.2
−
158.9
733.2
3.2

20.5
39.9
321.1
394.1
13.5

2.8
−
165.2
777.4
3.2

8.7
1.7
−
−
−
−

0.9
1.1
−
−
−
−

8.8
3.1
0.5
1.2
2.3
1.7

0.7
1.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.9

−

−

−

−

0.0
0.5
0.4

0.3
−
−

311.3
283.0
348.8
309.1
44.1
−
−

166.0
146.5
182.2
64.4
37.0
−
−

302.2
283.2
330.8
301.7
39.2
13.2
−1.1

164.9
150.3
181.1
62.2
29.7
60.8
38.8

Note: This table presents descriptive statistics for the population of students applying to enter university through the
Quota 1 system of admission for the first time in application years 1994 to 2006 (all applications; left) as well as the sample of 11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in these application years (used sample; right). Panel A
presents demographics. Parental income, wealth and education are the average values for both parents (or the values
for a single parent). Panel B presents information typically found in a student’s application. The student’s score summarizes their high school grades. The number of priorities ranked refers to the number of programs for which the student
applied. The maximum number of programs for which students can apply is eight. For the sample of students with a
reach–safety programs pair, we present the rankings of the reach, safety and enrollment programs. Panel C describes the
reach–safety program pairs. The distance from the cutoff represents the difference between the student’s grade and the
cutoff of the reach program; 60% of reach–safety program pairs are in the same field and 30% are at the same institution.
Panel D presents information on earnings. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to university
programs. We show the average earnings for all students and for the subsamples of women and men. The enrollment
cohort earnings average is the average earnings of the cohort of students admitted to the same program–university major. The enrollment cohort earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings of men and women for the cohort
of students admitted to the same program–university major. The reach–safety earnings gap is the difference between the
earnings of students admitted to their reach program and the earnings of students admitted to their safety program. The
reach–safety earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their reach
program and the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their safety program.
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Table A3: Descriptive Statistics: Demographics of Quota 2 Applicants

A. Demographics
Age
Male percent
Parental income (000’s DKK)
Parental wealth (000’s DKK)
Parental education (Years)
B. Application
Grade
Nbr priorites ranked
Accepted into reach
Rank of reach
Rank of safety
Rank of enrollment prog.
C. Reach-Safety pairs
Grade distance from cutoff
Same field
Same institution
D. Earnings
All
Women
Men
Enrollment cohort average
Enrollment cohort gender gap
Reach-Safety gap
Reach-Safety gap in gender gap

All applications (239,035 obs.)

Used sample (4,500 obs.)

Mean

Std. dev

Mean

Std. dev

21.5
34.4
290.1
320.3
12.7

3.5
−
147.0
684.2
3.1

20.9
37.1
330.5
421.2
13.6

2.7
−
166.7
804.6
3.1

8.0
2.4
−
−
−
−

0.9
1.5
−
−
−
−

8.6
3.2
0.7
1.2
2.4
1.5

0.6
1.3
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.8

−

−

−

−

−0.1
0.6
0.3

0.3
−
−

292.9
269.5
337.7
289.6
46.3
−
−

149.8
131.2
171.4
53.2
34.1
−
−

317.7
296.5
353.8
305.3
39.8
14.2
−0.2

161.9
144.4
182.3
61.6
28.5
54.7
35.4

Note: This table presents descriptive statistics for the population of students applying to enter university through the Quota
2 system of admission for the first time in application years 1994 to 2006 (all applications; left) as well as the sample of
11,271 students who have a reach–safety programs pair in these application years (used sample; right). Panel A presents
demographics. Parental income, wealth and education are the average values of both parents (or the values for a single
parent). Panel B presents information typically found in a student’s application. The student’s score summarizes their
high school grades. The number of priorities ranked refers to the number of programs for which the student applied.
The maximum number of programs for which students can apply is eight. For the sample of students with a reach–safety
programs pair, we present the rankings of the reach, safety and enrollment programs. Panel C describes the reach–safety
program pairs. The distance from the cutoff represents the difference between the student’s grade and the cutoff of the
reach program; 60% of reach–safety program pairs are in the same field and 30% are at the same institution. Panel D
presents information on earnings. The earnings are averaged for 10 to 12 years after the application to university programs. We show the average earnings for all students and for the subsamples of women and men. The enrollment cohort
earnings average relates to the average earnings of the cohort of students admitted to the same program–university major. The enrollment cohort earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings of men and women for the cohort
of students admitted to the same program–university major. The reach–safety earnings gap is the difference between the
earnings of students admitted to their reach program and the earnings of students admitted to their safety program. The
reach–safety earnings gender gap is the difference between the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their reach
program and the earnings gender gap for students admitted to their safety program.
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Table A4: Gender Earnings Gap First-stages

P ( p i = r i | Di ) × y r i
P ( p i = s i | Di ) × y s i

All

Women

Men

0.93
(0.018)
1.04
(0.025)

0.94
(0.023)
1.04
(0.033)
-0.39
(0.041)
-0.40
(0.043)

0.93
(0.029)
1.01
(0.039)
-0.38
(0.052)
-0.29
(0.056)

P ( p i = r i | Di ) × g r i
P ( p i = s i | Di ) × g s i
P( pi = ri | Di ) × yri ,m
P( pi = si | Di ) × ysi ,m
P( pi = ri | Di ) × yri ,w
P( pi = si | Di ) × ysi ,w
R2
N

0.82
11,271

0.82
6,901

0.84
4,370

Women

Men

0.86
(0.026)
0.86
(0.028)
-0.96
(0.034)
-0.95
(0.035)

0.93
(0.032)
1.02
(0.034)
-0.85
(0.039)
-0.92
(0.042)

0.94
6,901

0.95
4,370

Note: This table presents the results of the first-stage estimations of equation (3) presented in Table 3. We use the sample of 11,271
students who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth of +/–
0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s enrollment program’s earnings averaged for 10 to 12 years after admission. The first column uses the entire sample of applicants. The second
and third columns separate the sample based on gender and use the average program earnings of enrollees and the earnings
gap between males and females for the program of enrollment. The fourth and fifth columns separate the sample based on gender and use the average program earnings of men and women separately. The estimation controls for distance from cutoff fixed
effects (bin FE), average earnings of the reach program, average earnings of the safety program, calendar year FE, and the probability of being accepted given last year’s admission cutoff interacted with the average earnings of the reach and safety programs.
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Table A5: Gender Earnings Gap Channels and Dynamics
Specifications
A. 7 to 9 years after enrollment
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
B. 10 to 12 years after enrollment
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
C. 13 to 15 years after enrollment
Program earnings (All)
Within-program
gender earnings gap
Married
Nb. of kids
Graduated
Any labor income

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.46
(0.12)
-0.19
(0.16)

0.45
(0.12)
-0.19
(0.16)

0.45
(0.12)
-0.18
(0.16)

0.43
(0.12)
-0.22
(0.16)

0.44
(0.12)
-0.20
(0.15)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.38
(0.13)
-0.42
(0.17)

0.39
(0.13)
-0.40
(0.17)

0.35
(0.13)
-0.41
(0.16)

0.37
(0.11)
-0.28
(0.15)

0.42
(0.16)
-0.71
(0.21)

0.43
(0.16)
-0.72
(0.21)

0.43
(0.16)
-0.70
(0.21)

0.41
(0.16)
-0.71
(0.20)

0.44
(0.15)
-0.55
(0.19)

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation (3) by IVs for the gender earnings gap. We use the sample of 6,901
women who have a reach–safety programs pair in application years 1994 to 2006 and present the results for a bandwidth of +/–
0.5 around the admission cutoff of the reach program. The outcome variable for the regressions is the student’s subsequent earnings averaged for seven to nine years, 10 to 12 years and 13 to 15 years after admission in Panels A, B and C, respectively. The
program earnings are averaged for seven to nine years, 10 to 12 years and 13 to 15 years after the application to university programs in each of these panels. The first column repeats the baseline results presented in Table 4. The second column controls
for a dummy variable indicating marital situation, the third column adds number of children fixed effects, the fourth column
indicates whether the student has graduated from the reach program, and the fifth column adds a dummy variable for no labor
income earnings.
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